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Take three - 
microchip, 
register and ID.

INFRINGEMENT
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Dogs
Registration and Microchipping 

Dog owners are required by law to 
ensure dogs over the age of three 
months are registered with their  
local government.

To register your dog, you can 
either visit the City of Rockingham, 
Administration Building, Civic 
Boulevard, Rockingham, complete 
a registration form and pay 
the relevant fee as detailed 
below (remembering to supply 
proof of sterilisation certificate) 
or registration forms and 
documentation can be posted to: 

PO Box 2142 Rockingham DC WA 
6967, or emailed to 
customer@rockingham.wa.gov.au

Once your dog is registered you 
will be issued with a registration 
tag stating your dog’s registration 
number and registration expiry 
date. The registration period runs 
from 1 November through to 31 
October, irrespective of when you 
registered your dog during this 
period. A reminder letter will be sent 
to you when your dog registration is 
due for renewal. First registrations 
can be applied for by emailing the  
registration form and any 
accompanying documentation to  
customer@rockingham.wa.gov.au. 
Renewals can be paid online via the 
City's website rockingham.wa.gov.au 
or by calling Customer Service  
on 9528 0333.

Registration Period Sterilised Dog* Unsterilised Dog

One Year $20.00 $50.00

Three Years $42.50 $120.00

Lifetime $100.00 $250.00

*A registered Veterinary Surgeon’s Certificate or statutory declaration must be produced to be eligible 
for sterilisation rates.

Do
gs
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If you have registered your dog 
under the non-sterilised rate and 
subsequently have your dog 
sterilised, you may be eligible for 
a part refund of the fee. You can 
find out further details on the City's 
website or by calling Customer 
Service on 9528 0333.

Do pensioners get a discount?

Pensioners receive a 50% 
discount if a valid State Pensioner 
Concession Card, or a WA Seniors 
Card with a Commonwealth 
Seniors Health Card is presented. 
These cards must be shown each 
time the pension concession  
is claimed. 

Not registering or microchipping 
your animal can result in a fine.

What happens if I move?

The City of Rockingham will 
accept a current registration from 
another WA local government 
if you are moving into the City. 
Please contact the City on  
9528 0333 to arrange. If you are 
moving away please contact  
your new local government to 
inquire if they will accept your 
current registration.

Please note that registering your 
dog is separate to microchipping. 
Microchipping can be 
administered by a local vet. All 
dogs need to be microchipped  
by 12 weeks. 

Remember to always advise the 
City of transfer of ownership if 
you give away or sell your pet.
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Is your dog a 
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Don't let your dog be  
a noisy neighbour

Many owners are not aware 
that their dog barks, as it could 
be happening when they leave 
the house to go to work.

The causes of nuisance   
barking may include:

• lack of training 
• separation anxiety
• seeking attention
• insufficient exercise
• feeling threatened 
• protecting their territory
• ill health
• unintentional factors  
 (i.e. noise/movement).

Suggested barking control 
measures may include:

• leaving a radio or tv on
• leaving your dog with a range  
 of toys to keep them occupied
• organising a dog walker
• booking your dog into a  
 dog daycare
• barking control collar
• keeping your dog inside  
 the house.

If a dog owner does not take steps 
to control the nuisance barking, and 
the nuisance barking continues, 
Ranger Services may commence 
an investigation that could lead to 
enforcement action being taken  
against the dog owner.

How to complain about nuisance  
dog behaviour
If you are concerned about nuisance 
dog behaviour in your street, the first 
step may be to alert the dog owner by 
speaking to them (if you feel safe and 
comfortable to do so) or by leaving 
them a courteous note - which could 
be anonymous. 

If the nuisance behaviour continues or 
the neighbour is unwilling to resolve 
the problem, lodge a formal complaint 
with Ranger Services on 9528 0333. 
Following the complaint, the dog’s 
owner may be given notice to try and 
resolve the barking or any antisocial 
behaviour (such as jumping against 
boundary fences etc.)

It is important to keep a record of  
the frequency of when the barking  
or behaviour occurs, as this can 
serve as evidence for the complaint. 
You may be required to provide a 
statement.

INFRINGEMENT
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Lead by 
example.

INFRINGEMENT

Lead by 
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Dog Exercise Areas 

The following table outlines off-leash dog exercise areas.  
You must ensure your dog remains under your control  
(responds on command) at all times.

Baldivis 

Atherstone Parade Baldivis Reserve/
Football Oval Chilvers Street

Colreavy Ramble Highbury Reserve Palomino Reserve

Steel Tree Reserve Stillwater Drive Trusty Parkway
Wise Meander  
Reserve Zedora Reserve Acrasia Reserve  

(enclosed dog park)

Cooloongup

Alf Powell Reserve Breaden Drive Reserve Deanna Reserve

Glencoe Reserve  
(Woodbridge Drive) Grange Reserve Hinds Court Reserve

Hourglass Reserve Madison Place  
Reserve Paul Garnett Oval

Solquest Park St Michaels Reserve

Golden Bay

George Foster  
Reserve

Golden Bay  
Foreshore

Sawley Close  
Nature Reserve

Tangadee Reserve

Lead by 
example.

INFRINGEMENT

Lead by 
example.

INFRINGEMENT
Hillman

Ennis/Dixon Road  
Reserve Gabyon Park Tarwarri Park
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Peron

Peron Foreshore Peron Park

Port Kennedy

Majestic Close  
Reserve

Orleans Drive  
Reserve

St Raphael  
Reserve

Veterans Memorial 
Park St Clair Reserve (enclosed dog park)

Rockingham

Anniversary Park Antilla Place Reserve Aries Court
Ashford Avenue 
Reserve

Seabrooke/Barron 
Reserve

Bayview Reserve  
(enclosed dog park)

Benjamin Way  
Reserve Bungaree Oval Careeba Park

Casserley/Seabrooke 
Reserve

Christison Way  
Reserve Derwent Park

Diamantina Reserve Dixon Road Reserve Dowling Street  
Reserve

Falcon Reserve Governor Reserve Haselmere Circus 
Reserve

Hercules Street 
Windbreak Houston Reserve Lewington Reserve

Dog Exercise Areas (continued)

Lynx Place Reserve Naval Memorial Park Rosewood Reserve

Sepia Court Reserve Stan Twight Reserve Sycamore Park
The Esplanade - 
Fisher Street to 
Hymus Street

Warramunga Reserve
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Safety Bay

Bequia Reserve Catalina Reserve Costa Rica Reserve

Janet Park Forrester Road  
Reserve

Georgetown Drive 
Reserve

Gumnut Reserve

Malibu Reserves  
(Santiago Place,  
Montego Place, Tobago 
Place and St Lucia Close)

Mayfield Road

Nettleton Way  
Reserve

Panama Place  
Reserve

Royal Road  
Reserve

Safety Bay Foreshore 
- Berry Street to  
June Road

Safety Bay Foreshore  
- Carlisle Street to  
Bent Street

Safety Bay Foreshore 
- June Road  
to Malibu Road

Wallsend Street  
Reserve Wilson Park

Secret Harbour

Bonaparte Reserve Coffs Bend Reserve Secret Harbour  
Foreshore

Yampi Vale Reserve

Dog Exercise Areas (continued)

Shoalwater

Apex Reserve Shoalwater Oval

Singleton

Beacon Reserve Bight Reefs Reserve Laurie Stanford  
Reserve

Whitehead Reserve
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Warnbro

Balaka Reserve Bristol Reserve Cadbury Street  
Reserve

Cannes Place  
Reserve Dress Circle Galway Gardens 

Reserve

Indigo Reserve La Seyne Reserve Turner Street  
Reserve

Torbay Mews  
Reserve Torcross Reserve Warnbro Parklands

Warnbro Recreation Centre/Oval 

Waikiki

Blair Court Reserve Fairview Reserve Fantasy Park

Gidgi Way Reserve Gnangara Oval Java Park

Lakemba Reserve Mornington Reserve Santa Monica  
Reserve

Seahaven Reserve  
(enclosed dog park) Waikiki Foreshore Reserve 

Dog Exercise Areas (continued)

Do
gs
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exercise areas

You must clean up after your dog.

These beaches are off-leash areas, 
however, please ensure your dog is under 
effective control at all times.

Dogs are strictly prohibited on 
all other beaches.
Penalty: minimum $200
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The following have been designated as 
dog beach exercise areas.

Rockingham

1. Beach (accessed from Weld Street
Beach car park north) to the City's
northern boundary with Kwinana
(wheelchair beach access from
October – May)

2. Beach (accessed from the corner of
Esplanade and Hymus Street)
continuing west to Point Peron and
south to the corner of Boundary
Road and Arcadia Drive

Shoalwater

3. Beach (accessed from Arcadia
Drive) and ending at the northern
end of the Mersey Point car park

Safety Bay

4. Beach (accessed from Bent Street
Boat Ramp car park) continuing south-east 
to the car park just north of Donald Drive

Warnbro/Port Kennedy

5. Beach (accessed from corner of Shelton
and Warnbro Beach Road) south to St
Malo car park

6. Beach (accessed from the Capella Pass
car park) continuing south to Bayeux
Vista car park

Secret Harbour

7. Beach stretching 1 km north
from Siracusa Court car park

Golden Bay

8. Beach (accessed from the northern
point of the Crystaluna Beach car
park) extending south for 500 metres

Singleton

9. Beach (accessed from Bight Reefs
car park) continuing south 500 metres.
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Pick up the poop.

Dog
Litter
Bags

CLEAN UP
AFTER

YOUR DOG

INFRINGEMENT
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Dog Attacks

A dog attack is defined as:

Any dog that attacks or chases 
any person or animal causing 
physical injury or any dog that 
attacks or chases any person or 
animal without causing physical 
injury. Dog attacks are taken 
very seriously and could result in 
a costly penalty and/or a court 
hearing.

The owner or person responsible 
for the control of the dog that 
attacks or chases a person or 
animal and causes physical 
injury can be liable for a fine of 
up to $10,000.

If the dog is declared dangerous, 
and physical injury is caused, a 
fine of up to $20,000 is possible.

Dogs found causing injury 
or damage may be declared 
dangerous or destroyed.

Some dogs need space. Not all 
dogs enjoy being approached, 
even if your dog is friendly. 
Always ask before approaching.

Dogs must always be kept on 
a lead when they are in a public 
place, unless in a designated  
off-lead area.

Dogs benefit from socialisation 
and obedience training from a 
young age. Remember, even 
though your dog might be 
socialised and well behaved, you 
cannot rely on other dogs to be 
trained and not show aggression 
towards you or your dog. Always 
approach with caution.

If you are involved in a dog 
attack, the following information 
should be obtained and 
established before leaving the 
scene (if possible):

• the dog owner’s name and  
 address, a detailed description  
 of person(s), and dog(s) involved

• a description of the attacking  
 dog (breed, colour, name, sex)

• any witness details (names  
 and contact information)

• any supporting evidence to 
 identify the attacking dog’s  
 owner i.e. vehicle registration,  
 street address.
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The victim should keep all  
documentation relating to the  
attack (medical reports or 
expenses, vet reports or 
expenses, photographs of 
injuries). 

Make contact with Ranger 
Services on 9528 0333 at the 
earliest opportunity, especially 
if the attacking dog and owner 
details are not known. The 
sooner the report, the greater 
chance of identification. 

If possible, make notes to jog  
your memory when you are  
giving the information to the  
investigating ranger.

Never let your dog run up to  
other people or dogs. Remember, 
just because your dog is friendly 
does not mean that all other 
dogs are. Some dogs may be 
nervous, reactive, fearful, in 
training, or owned by people  
who want to be left alone.

Dangerous Dogs

Restricted Breeds

Certain breeds of dogs 
have been identified by the 
Commonwealth Government as 
being particularly aggressive. 
They have been banned from 
import into Australia and each 
state and territory introduced 
legislation to protect the 
community from these breeds. 
The Department of Local 
Government, Sport and Cultural 
Industries (dlgsc.wa.gov.au) has 
more information and useful fact 
sheets outlining further details on 
the keeping of restricted breeds.

 Declared Dangerous Dogs

Under the Dog Act 1976, local 
governments are able to declare  
a dog dangerous based on  
its behaviour.
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Reasons that a dog may be 
declared dangerous include  
the dog:

  causing injury or damage by  
 an attack, or chasing a person  
 or animal

 repeatedly showing a tendency  
 to attack or chase a person,  
 animal or vehicle, or 

 threatening to attack. 

 For further information and your 
obligations in keeping a declared 
dangerous dog visit  
dlgsc.wa.gov.au or call Ranger 
Services on 9528 0333.

If you have no recall over your 
dog (recall means the dog will 
return to you immediately when 
called) keep them on a leash.

 microchip your dog and  
 ensure registration details  
 are up-to-date

 ensure your dog wears  
 a collar and identification tag

 provide fresh food and water 
 every day

 provide access to clean  
 comfortable bedding, warm 
 in the winter and cool in 
 the summer

 wash and treat for 
 fleas regularly 

 ensure your dog is up-to-date 
 with vet checks and vaccination

 ensure your dog does not  
 cause a nuisance to others by 
 excessively barking, howling or  
 jumping on fences

Be a responsible dog owner
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 ensure your property is secure  
 so that your dog does not have  
 the opportunity to wander

 pick up after your dog when 
out walking, the City may 
impose fines if you do not. 
Always carry bags with you, 
or make use of dog poo bags 
freely available at most parks 
and reserves across the City.
Remember, regardless of 
whether bags are provided 
at the location, you are 
responsible for picking up  
after your dog.

Dogs need regular exercise  
and companionship.

• owners are encouraged to  
 enrol their dogs into obedience  
 school to learn good behaviour  
 and socialisation

• it is an offence to keep more  
 than two dogs on a residential  
 property, or more than three  
 dogs on a rural property,   
 without prior approval from  
 the City of Rockingham.  
 Please contact Ranger  
 Services on 9528 0333 for  
 further information. 
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My dog

is friendly!

 My dog isscared ofother dogs

My dog is 

not social

My dog
will react

Please call
your dog!

Some dogs 
need space
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 be prepared by bringing all  
 pets inside or confine them  
 to a small secure area well  
 before the thunderstorm or  
 fireworks begin

 leave the television or radio on  
 to disguise the noise

 don’t fuss over your pet during  
 the thunderstorm or fireworks  
 as this will only acknowledge  
 the fearful behaviour or that  
 something strange is happening

 

 try to act normal around your  
 pets and continue with your  
 regular activities during the  
 thunderstorm or fireworks

 make sure your details are up  
 to date on your pet’s microchip  
 and he/she is wearing a collar  
 and identification tag just in  
 case they escape and become  
 lost or injured.

Tips to help frightened pets 
cope during thunderstorms 
and fireworks:
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Playgrounds are
not for pooches.

INFRINGEMENT
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Cats 
Cat registration

Cats over the age of six months 
must be registered with the local 
government. Cat owners need to 
provide proof that their cat has 
been sterilised and microchipped.

The registration period runs 
from 1 November to 31 October 
irrespective of when you 
registered your cat. 

To register your cat, you can either 
visit the City of Rockingham, 
Administration Building, Civic 
Boulevard, Rockingham, complete 
a registration form and pay the 
relevant fee as detailed below 
(remembering to supply proof of 
sterilisation and microchipping)

or

registration forms and 
documentation can be posted  
to PO Box 2142 Rockingham  
DC WA 6967, or emailed to 
customer@rockingham.wa.gov.au

 
 
 
 
 
 
Do pensioners get a discount?

Pensioners receive a 50% 
discount if a valid State Pensioner 
Concession Card, or a WA Seniors 
Card with a Commonwealth 
Seniors Health Card presented. 
These cards must be shown  
each time the pension concession 
is claimed.

Adopting a cat or kitten

Always choose adoption over 
obtaining a 'free' cat or kitten. 
Breeding without a license  
is illegal.

Adopted cats will be desexed, 
microchipped, vet checked and 
de-wormed.

Local rescue groups are listed  
at the back of this guide. 
Remember to always advise the 
City of transfer of ownership if  
you give away or sell your pet.

Registration Period Fee

One Year $20.00

Three Years $42.50

Lifetime $100.00

Ca
ts
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Sterilisation

Ensure your cat is sterilised. 
Sterilised cats are healthier, live 
longer and are less of a nuisance 
to the community (sterilised  
male cats wander less and 
their urine does not have a high 
hormonal odour, so does not 
attract other cats).

Uncontrolled cats mating or 
fighting at night is a major  
source of noise complaints to 
local governments and can be 
very annoying for other residents.

The importance of sterilising  
your cat

Did you know that cats are able 
to get pregnant from the age 
of four months and could give 
birth to up to 180 kittens in their 
lifetime? To avoid this, you should 
sterilise your cat sooner rather 
than later.

Identification

 stretch collars with an  
 identification disc are suitable  
 for most cats

 microchipping is a safe and  
 effective form of identification  
 for cats and is mandatory  
 in WA

 many lost or injured cats are not  
 reunited with their owners,  
 simply because they have  
 no identification

 cats (like dogs) are only required  
 to be kept for 72 hours/three  
 days if not displaying any owner  
 identification details or seven days  
 if the owner has been identified

 cats are also required to wear  
 collars with identification and 
 registration tags.
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Nuisance cats

There are currently no laws  
that prohibit domestic cats  
from roaming. 

There are various methods to 
deter nuisance cats from your 
property, such as purchasing 
commercially available cat 
repellent or ultra sonic devices. 
In many cases the best solution 
to wandering or nuisance 
domesticated cats is a polite 
conversation (if you feel 
comfortable and safe to do so) 
with the owner to express  
your concerns.

If you continue to have problems 
with nuisance cats, contact 
Ranger Services on 9528 0333.

 Take Five

Here are five ways you can better 
care for the health and welfare of 
your pet cat and ensure that you 
are adhering to the law:

1. sterilising your cat  
 (sooner rather than later)

2. identify your cat as a pet  
 through microchipping and  
 having it wear a collar

3. never dump unwanted cats  
 or kittens 

4. prevent your cat from roaming

5. provide opportunities for your 
 cat to engage in play.

Ca
ts
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Benefits of keeping your  
cat indoors

Where is your cat at the moment? 
If you don’t know, then it could be 
harming native wildlife, crossing 
a busy street or intruding on a 
neighbours property. 

While there are currently no cat 
confinement laws in the City of 
Rockingham, you and your feline 
companion can benefit from 
your cat being kept indoors.

Cat confinement reduces the  
risks of:

• injury or death from vehicles

• getting trapped

• diseases and parasites and  
 infectious diseases

• killing wildlife

• getting lost or stolen

• poisoning (intentionally  
 or accidentally)

• injury or death from other cats,  
 dogs or other predators  
 (snakes etc)

• negatively impacting your   
 neighbours.

Training your cat to stay indoors

Contrary to popular belief, cats 
do not need to roam. Provided 
their basic needs are met, cats 
can enjoy longer and healthier 
lives when kept indoors at night 
or even 24 hours a day.

You can train your cat to accept 
confinement by:

• skipping its morning feed and 
 calling it in at night to be fed - 
 don’t feed your cat until it comes  
 inside - it will learn to be home  
 by dusk

• keep your cat inside  
 until morning

• ensure your cat has a cosy and  
 well-ventilated sleeping area  
 with food, water and a clean  
 litter tray. It will adapt to night  
 time confinement within a  
 few days.

Ca
ts
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If you are confining your cat 
for a longer period of time, it 
is necessary to enrich their 
environment. This will prevent 
them from becoming bored 
and developing behavioural 
problems. Cats can still explore 
the outdoors through an  
escape-proof cat enclosure.

Cats can enjoy a wonderful 
life confined to their owners 
property, especially if trained to 
stay indoors from a kitten. Key 
considerations to keeping your 
cat healthy and happy at home:

• consider building a cat enclosure  
 or outdoor aviary as the cat can  
 get the sensory benefits of being 
 outside (such as the smells and 
 sunshine) in a way that is safe  
 for them and for wildlife

• provide plenty of cat climbing  
 spaces, such as ladders, hiding  
 places made from boxes,  
 scratching posts and levels to  
 keep your cat entertained  
 and challenged

• cats enjoy the sunshine, so be  
 sure to provide a sunny spot for  
 them to bask in, along with  
 shade when it gets too hot

• keep litter trays clean and away  
 from food and water

• always get your kitten sterilised 
 to make sure they are safe from  
 unwanted pregnancies

• exercise your cat with daily play  
 and interaction.

Ca
ts

Ca
ts
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Ca
ts

Cats are safest at home.
Keep them enclosed.
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Animal Management Facility (Pound)
Pets are impounded at the 
Animal Management Facility for 
a number of different reasons. 
Some are found wandering, some 
are handed in by members of the 
public and others are surrendered 
by their owners.

The City aims to reunite as many 
lost pets with their owners as 
possible. 

You can help by ensuring that your 
pet is microchipped and registered.

Make sure you keep your 
information up to date and make 
a lost animal report with the City if 
your pet goes missing. 
 
My dog or cat is in the  
Animal Management Facility.  
What can I do?  
Call the City on 9528 0333. There 
may be additional information 
that you need to be aware of  
prior to collection, e.g. the  
dog/cat may need a microchip,  
or documents may be required 
prior to collection.

The City will confirm the 
impounded animal details. 

The animal can only be collected 
by the registered owner unless 
prior arrangements for a  
delegate to attend have been 
agreed on with the Animal 
Management Facility Officer.

The City's Animal Management 
Facility is located at the City's 
Operations Centre, 2 Hurrell  
Way, Rockingham (open by 
appointment for collection only). 
 
What are the rehoming 
requirements?  
In accordance with The Dog Act 
1976 and the Cat Act 2011, only 
identifiable dogs/cats are  
required to be kept for seven 
days. Dogs/cats without any ID 
(unidentifiable) are only required  
to be kept for 72 hours. This may  
be extended at the discretion of  
the City.  
 
What are the impound fees? 
Dogs and cats impounded are 
subject to an impound fee, pet 
registration (if applicable) and  
daily sustenance charge. 
Please check the City’s website 
rockingham.wa.gov.au for  
current charges. 
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Wildlife
There are a variety of  
agencies and individuals who  
can assist with distressed and 
injured animals:

• Seabirds injured or entangled  
 in fishing nets and lines should 
 be reported to Western  
 Australian Seabird Rescue on  
 6102 8464 (between the hours  
 of 8am and  6pm, 7 days a  
 week. Outisde of these  
 hours please call Wildcare  
 on 9474 9055).

• Snake removal from a  
 private property can be  
 arranged by contacting a  
 qualified snake handler.  
 (rockingham.wa.gov.au)  
 Remember snakes are  
 protected by laws in all states  
 and territories of Australia, and  
 may not be killed unless they  
 threaten life. 

• If safe to handle, residents can 
 take injured wildlife to a vet.  

• Dead kangaroos can be  
 removed by phoning the City  
 on 9528 0333.

• Residents requiring assistance  
 or advice on wildlife should  
 contact Wildcare on  
 9474 9055.

Residents are urged to look out 
for roadside signs indicating 
prolific wildlife and drive with 
caution in these areas, especially 
at night when wildlife is more 
active. Nocturnal animals such 
as kangaroos, wallabies and 
possums tend to be most active 
around dusk, throughout the 
night, at first light, or after rain.

W
ild

lif
e
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Bees
Bees are permitted on residential 
property as long as the bees do 
not cause a nuisance.

Residents that would like to keep 
bees should ensure all hives are 
enclosed and located far from 
other buildings, footpaths and 
public places. There should also 
be a water source available at  
all times.

Residents can be directed to 
remove bees that are considered 
to be creating a nuisance. 

Selling of honey is not permitted 
without a valid Food Registration.

Further details can be 
downloaded from the City’s 
website or by calling Health 
Services on 9528 0333.

Please note all persons keeping 
bees are required to register 
with Agriculture WA. Further 
registration information can  
be found at agric.wa.gov.au
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Keeping Large Animals

A large animal is defined as a 
cow (including ox, calf or bull), 
horse (including ass, mule,  
donkey or pony), pig, sheep,  
goat, camel, llama, emu, ostrich, 
or similar. 

Large animals are to be kept 
on rural or special rural  
properties only and require  
permission from the City’s  
Planning Department  
on 9528 0333.

An owner of a large animal 
shall not allow it to approach  
within 15 metres of a dwelling  
without an exemption. An  
exemption can be applied for  
via the City’s Health Services by 
calling 9528 0333, who will  
determine any potential  
nuisance or health risk. 

No large animals (as defined 
above) are to be kept on  
residential properties at any  
time (this includes all pigs).

 
 

All large animals kept on rural 
or special rural properties must 
have appropriate fencing as is 
specified under Schedule 3 of 
the City of Rockingham's Fencing 
Local Law 2000, by installing a 
post-and-strainer constructed 
fence or a rural electric fence to 
ensure their retention.
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Keeping Poultry

Poultry is only allowed to be  
kept on rural or special rural  
properties, unless you have an  
exemption. Exemptions can be  
applied for through Health  
Services on 9528 0333 who  
will consider the nuisance and  
health risks involved.

Roosters are only allowed to  
be kept on rural or special  
rural properties.

Up to 20 pigeons or  
miscellaneous birds are allowed  
to be kept on any premises.  
The City may grant an  
exemption on application, to  
an affiliated person to keep up  
to 150 pigeons in a properly  
constructed loft.

A building licence may be  
required for the erection of  
an aviary or chicken coop  
(call Building Services  
on 9528 0333).
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Evacuating pets and animals in an emergency

Ensure your pets or animals 
have clear identification including 
name, contact details and current 
registration tags attached to their 
collar. Livestock must be clearly 
branded or earmarked and birds 
should have leg bands attached.

Plan ahead and consider where you 
will evacuate your pet to in the event 
of an emergency or natural disaster. 
Provide yourself with more than 
one option. Ensure you have details 
on hand, including opening hours 
and the number of trips required to 
evacuate your animals.

Plan to move your animals.  
Be ready to secure your animals, 
wear and use safety equipment and 
have in place animal carriers, secure 
floats and trailers. Ensure locks are 
secured and prepare yourself with 
additional transportation supplies 
such as ropes, leashes, hooks, tyres, 
batteries, torches, and basic tools.

Prepare emergency supply packs 
which may include items such as 
food, toys, blankets, medication, 
collars, leads, harnesses, saddles, 
photographs, contact details of  
local vets and rangers, pet carriers 
and temporary fencing materials. 

Regularly check the items for  
wear and tear and check the 
expiration dates.

Know the route you need to take. 
Plan for alternative escape routes; 
know your exit plans. Consider  
that there could be possible  
road closures in an emergency.  
Check for updates on  
mainroads.wa.gov.au

Prepare your property.  
Ensure sufficient firebreaks are 
maintained all year and boundary 
fences are secure, intact, and 
regularly checked. Trim trees,  
clean gutters regularly and  
remove any hazards that are  
close to power lines or food  
stock. Regularly practice your 
emergency evacuation plan.

Keep informed.  
Check emergency.wa.gov.au for  
all emergency updates and alerts. 

For further information on animal 
welfare in emergencies visit the 
Department of Fire and  
Emergency Services  
dfes.wa.gov.au/safetyinformation/
animalwelfare Em
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Vets Telephone Opening Hours

Baldivis Vet Clinic 9524 1466

Emergencies:  
24 hours (7 days a week)
Appointments:  
8am - 5.20pm (Mon - Sat)

Lark Hill Vet Clinic 9524 3838 7am - 6.30pm (Mon - Fri)
8am - 5pm (Sat)

Port Kennedy Vet 9524 6644 7am - 7pm (Mon - Fri)
8am - 5pm (Sat and Sun)

VETWEST  
Rockingham 9404 1145 7.30am - 6pm (Mon - Fri)

Malibu Vet 9528 3333 7.30am - 6pm (Mon - Fri)
8am - 1pm (Sat)

Warnbro Vet 9593 1797 8am - 6pm (Mon - Fri)
8am - 4pm (Sat)

Important Contact Numbers
Ranger Services: (08) 9528 0333
Smartwatch: 1300 657 123

SES: 132 500
Wildcare: (08) 9474 9055

Rescue Groups Contact

RSPCA (08) 9209 9300

Cat Haven (08) 9442 3600

Impound Feline Rescue impoundfelinerescue@gmail.com

K9 Dog Rescue (08) 9581 9005

Don't Go Astray dga@dontgoastray.org

Dogs Refuge Home (08) 9381 8166
Desperate for Love Dog  
Pound Rescue dflrescue@gmail.com
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